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Artist’s Statement
The wilderness of my native Patagonia, the cosmopolitan metropolis of Buenos Aires, and the mountains of Colorado, certainly influenced my vision of Art.

A fascination for abstraction was always present, even during my first steps when photography was main focus.

Large formats and energetic motions are certainly my preference. The combination of media adds degrees of freedom and contributes to building complex topographies with nested details in texture and roughness. I see a connection between the world of motion, change, and color through those topographies. The latter is characterized by geometric structures that freeze time and trigger the observer’s imagination to dynamically connect Nature and abstraction.

www.roxiere.com

About the creative processes…
All the lines I have explored had its own channels of expression; however, in general I find a fascination in complex topographies and therefore I enjoy the combination of media that adds degrees of freedom, allowing refinements submerged in texture and transparency bringing energy to the palette of colors over the canvas.

Among the series to mention are: Fluid Colorado, Patagonian Petals, Malvinas, Bridge, a Dialogue with Jackson Pollock and Astor Piazzolla.

Currently, I am working on the series Aloha to be presented later this year.
Title: Plumeria
Series Patagonian Petals.
This series was inspired by the flower beds at my mother’s garden in the Argentine Patagonia. I still remember the passion and dedication she invested in her colorful flower beds. The swarm of suspended petals during the frequent windy days mixed fragrances within an already sea-scented air. My childhood, my mother, and the echoes of those swirls of Patagonian petals in my memory gave identity to my painting.
Series: Flowing Colorado

The pale pinks, oranges, and strong reds that play true scandals in the sunrise and sunset lights, or those intermixed with browns and greens that give energy to a clear summer day. The peace of casual lavenders over a hidden valley, the silvers of moons floating over cold waters, and pearly whites emerging from magnificent lenticular clouds also add to the long list of colors that this series attempts to bring together: the palettes of Colorado landscapes throughout the seasons.